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On the Frontlines
Contributors: Various Military Sources

Wed. 3.13.19
Source: Elven Military High Command
Coalition forces led by the Elven High Lord Thalissius Bloodstrider,
including Elves of the North, Redwood Tribe, and mercenaries supplied by
the Swiftsilver Cartel, engaged in direct military action against the
financial markets of Stormwind.
These were specific targets of opportunity, with an estimated impact of
over 1.6 million gold lost by the Alliance war economy, as well as
neutralizing several key military personnel. This operation was an
overwhelming success, with no losses reported among coalition forces.

In an official statement from Silvermoon Thursday morning, the Elven
Military High Command acknowledged the operation, saying: “The
government of Silvermoon, in partnership with our allies, continues to act
on information gathered by our Magisters last week from interrogating
high value enemy combatants, in an effort to disrupt Alliance forces and
their ability to wage war.”

“Redwood Tribe’s involvement? It should be obvious,” commented
Lohkawas Wildmane, editor of the Redwood Times. “The Shu’halo are
fierce warriors that will never back down when our friends need us! Those
that think to strike at Thunder Bluff or any that the High Chieftain is
assisting, the Zandalari in this case, should take note of the lack of
casualties as the Earth Mother guided our healing prowess.”
When asked for further comment, Aeythyr Skyborne, Ranger-General of
Elves of the North noted “Let it be known, enemies of Quel’thalas, there is
no safe place for you in Azeroth. We will continue to act both reactively
and preemptively to protect our people, and any threat against even one
Sin’dorei, is a threat against all.”

Horde Public Service Announcement:
Horde military rally! Push Alliance from the
docks of Zandalar and deals heavy blow to
Jaina Proudmoore.

Rumors abound that Derek Proudmoore was
stolen by rogues in the night while others
state that Shu’halo were seen prowling off the
coast of Tiragarde Sound and nearby the
Swift Vengeance where Proudmoore was
held captive.

Zandalari Naval Captain Zadari, praised as a
heroine to her people, bravely sailed after
Jaina Proudmoore and the Kul Tiran forces in
an attempt to bring them to justice for the
murder of King Rastakhan and their deadly
assault on Dazar’alor.

The editor-in-chief reminds everyone that the
words Shu’halo and prowl and/or rogue are
not to be used in the same sentence as the
word “seen”!

While unable to bring Proudmoore and her
cronies to justice, Horde forces pursued
Proudmoore through heinous weather and
forced her to make a hasty retreat.

Whoever is spreading these rumors only
seeks to discredit the Shu’halo peoples and
Horde Military Intelligence should be looking
at their own use of the words Military and
Intelligence in the same moniker.

The time will come when the Alliance will pay
for their crimes!

As all know, Shu’halo rogues are never seen!

High Chieftain Baine Bloodhoof Charged with Conspiring with the Enemy
Stormsong Valley, Warfang Hold
Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane
Appalling news hit the frontlines today as High Chieftain Baine Bloodhoof was arrested and charged for
conspiring with Jaina Proudmoore. Horde Military Intelligence reports that it was indeed the leader of the
Shu’halo that assisted in the theft of the Derek Proudmoore’s undead body and returned the body to the
Alliance.
He and his supporters claim that he was attempting to bring about an honorable end to the war and the
protection of the Horde races.
Horde Military Intelligence counters that Proudmoore was an important failsafe against the Alliance staging
another attack on our Zandalari allies and others.
Whispered rumors claim that Proudmoore was going to be used as a weapon against his former Kul
Tirans and the Alliance as a whole, but there is no proof to these allegations.

What Happening in Azeroth

Chief Corner

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Contributor: Editor-in-Chief

The coronation of Queen Talanji
The Redwood Times was proud to be on
hand for the coronation of Queen
Talanji. Her incredible work
uncovering the dangerous blood cult in
Nazmir spoke to a powerful young
princess ready to lead!

Statement from Chieftain Abrahof Ragetotem of
Redwood Tribe

This is a trying time for us Shu’halo but we are not
to be shaken. The war continues, that much is for
sure. The High Chieftain is one of strong body
and mind, he will be able to defend himself if and
when need be. It is up to the rest of us, the
Chieftains of the remaining tribes, to forge a path
Her council choices speak to her high
forward. Recruitment drives have only increased
regard she holds for her people’s beliefs and many braves, young and old alike, have
and her high hopes for the future of
found themselves stuck at the front for extended
Zandalar.
periods of time. Our allies assure us that the
actions of one does not represent all and request
A time of change appears on the horizon our recommitment to the war effort. The chieftains
as Queen Talanji brings her people into of the various tribes are in agreement, the sooner
the Horde!
this war comes to an end the sooner we may
refocus our efforts on the Earth Mother. The only
way for that to happen is with the handed defeat
of the Alliance and their allies. It will not matter if
we war against them or against those who wish to
do the Earth Mother harm, the blue devils will
continue to hunt us. The massacre of the
Stonespire, the sacking of Taurajo, the aiding of
the Grimtotem, all made it clear the Alliance will
stop at nothing to see us subjugated to their will.

I ask you all, as your Chieftain, to continue in the
preservation of our tribe and our people. Only
through a strong tribe may we have a strong
Horde. Not until very recently have all of the
tribes, all of the shu’halo people, been reunited
under one banner. There is strength in this union
and our bonds are unbreakable. I ask you all to
reflect on this, and to come to myself privately if
you wish to voice concern or have questions.
Earth Mother watch over us all
Sports Update

Interviews for the assistant
Sports Commissioner,
Enter Final Phase
Assistant Sports Commissioner, and possibly an
Interim Sports Commissioner, are nearing a close!
If you would like to be part of this exciting sub-division of the Redwood Times send word
through the usual channels.

Be ready for stunning announcements concerning:
•
•
•

Kick Fish League continues play!
New Racing Division
Could there be a Chef’s Challenge in the Future?

Redwood Tribe’s Chieftain Ragetotem’s Lost Helpers

Shu’halo Chieftain seems to have hired new staff, a.k.a. Greatfather Winter’s helpers. They appear lost!

Sent to reclaim packages from Opulence’s chambers during The Feast of Winter Veil they have shown up
here in what looks like the middle of the conclave.

Either that, or these are imposters who have stolen clothes, a Redwood Banner, and a Whitewater Carp!
Could this be an Alliance plot to frame Chieftain Ragetotem when the Mulgore Tribes need him most?
Report this to the proper authorities, please and thank you! Lohkawas Wildmane

Public Opinion on Talanji’s Rise to Power

No opinions mentioned are attributed to any of the staff of the Redwood Times and all names are excluded
to protect the innocent and encourage honesty!
De Loa of Death has turned our royalty into puppets. Talanji beware!
Jo’nok, the Bulwark of Torcali, is truly an amazing choice for de Council!
I feel dat my voice and all de voices will be heard by de beautiful Queen.
Talanji has shown wisdom and courage in the past, and there is no reason she will not continue on this
path.
Talanji should be careful how she deals with the Banshee Queen and not overreach her ability!

Micro Holiday/Nights in Zandalar
(Dazar’alor as seen under the star filled sky from the docks)
Trial of Style Returns – March 20-24
The competition ramps up in the fashion world.
Have you got what it takes, or at least the
clothes to get the votes?
March of the Tadpoles – April 5 -Borean Tundra Baby Winterfin murlocs complete their trip across
the Westrift.
Cross-Faction Bar Night Sat. March 30 – Location
TBD

Attack on
Orgrimmar
Within moments, the room was cleared by
several heroes of the Horde, as pictured left.
***Any claims that the siege lasted longer than mere minutes or caused anything more
than minor disruption are false and should be brought to the attention of the Horde
Public Relations team.***

Hearts of Darnassus Charity Ball

Leaked - Tales from the Royal Apothecary Society
AS#██ -The Starved Flesh
AS#██ is a Level 4 contagious mutagen that results from the living receiving direct dermal exposure to
Project Cornucopia. AS#██ was discovered in the wake of an SI:7 attack on Site 77 - see Incident Report
4-M.
An AS#██ infection begins with a rash forming on the point of direct contact almost immediately. Itching
and skin sensitivity follow shortly thereafter. After a hour the skin on the point of direct contact will become
viscous in texture and translucent in pigment. This condition will gradually spread throughout the subject's
body until they are deceased.
Upon ceasing of life functions AS#██ will metamorphosize the subject's corpse. Recognizable humanoid
features are quickly lost as AS#██ twists the subject to better fit it's needs. Subjects observed in this
stage of infection have been recorded as growing three or more protrusions that approximate the function
of legs or arms.

AS#██ also weaponizes the subject's
internal organs and skeletal structure. Rib
cages protruding out from various areas
to be used as 'mouths' has been noted.
Additionally, two developed a sack that
sprayed stomach acid as a ranged
defense mechanism and at least one was
witnessed repurposing the subject's spine
as a 'lasso'.
AS#██ shows a determined interest in
spreading itself to all nearby living
creatures. How instances of AS#██ with
no eyes, ears or nose perceives its prey is
yet unknown. AS#██ shows immediate
hostility towards undead and will attempt
to destroy one upon contact - but behaves
as if it understands infection would be
impossible. Whether this is instinct, or
indicative of a higher intellect is currently
the topic of study.
All instances of AS#██ were eradicated
following Incident 4-M by Task Force
█████, and it has been decided Project
Cornucopia will be moved to the higher
security of Site 04. Third party contractors
have already been enlisted for this task
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